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Welcome to Residential Education @ NTU!
Questions?

Send your questions through the Q&A panel.
Agenda

1) Introduction // Introduction of the RE Team
2) RE @ NTU // Halls + Programmes
3) Resident Well-Being // Our Covid19 Experience
1) Introduction // Introduction of the RE Team
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2) RE @ NTU // RE Video
Key:

- NTU Halls of Residences
2) RE @ NTU // RE Intro

What is Residential Education @ NTU?

Not primarily academic programme-based or programme-specific

Incorporating the 3C's of NTU Education

Not primarily academic programme-based or programme-specific

Incorporating the 3C's of NTU Education

Instrumental in developing defined generic competencies of students

Learning & activities that are...

Part of the co-curriculum

Residential Education @ NTU
Residential Education @ NTU seeks to complement the technical and professional rigour of NTU Education. It prompts self and cultural awareness, financial prudence, passion and a sense of responsibility. This is the hallmark of the global citizen and reflects the attributes found in NTU’s “Graduate of the Millennium”.

RE@NTU Programmes
Photoshop

Capoeira

Cooking

Rock Your Wellness & Strength Finder

Pottery
Yoga

Drone Flying

Fun X Dance

Belleza

Residential Education @ NTU
Edible Gardens
RE Carnival Video
Residential Education @ NTU

shaRE @ Saraca

cREate @ Binjai
Residential Education

What is Residential Education?

A good university experience cannot merely be defined by a rigorous academic stint that focuses mainly on discipline-specific learning. In NTU, learning continues beyond the four walls of the classroom, lecture theatre, and laboratory. For undergraduates living on campus, Residential Education (RE) offers a wealth of learning and activities that are hosted by the halls of residence and available to all hall residents. It is not primarily academic-based or programme-specific, but rather, goes beyond the formal curriculum to develop the holistic individual. RE is instrumental in developing defined generic competencies of students that characterise NTU Education, as manifested by the NTU graduate attributes of competence, creativity, communication, character and civic-mindedness (or the 5 Cs).
3) Resident Well-Being

As a collective *Residential Education Family* across all Halls, we are concerned for everyone’s safety, health and well-being.

Let us take extra care in observing the safe management measures and our hall communities shall be well.
IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR ALL IN NTU:

- Wear a mask at all times.
- Take your temperature twice a day and record it in the temperature declaration portal.
- See a doctor as soon as possible if you are unwell, especially if you have fever or respiratory symptoms (such as cough or runny nose), and do not come to campus. Please see the 23 July advisory on what you need to do if you or your immediate household member has been sent for COVID-19 testing.
- Avoid sharing of food and leave immediately after eating.
- Display your student/staff pass prominently for identification purposes.
- Give your full cooperation to NTU safe distancing ambassadors.
- Maintain safe distancing of at least 1 metre apart for all activities.
- When dining-in at food courts, canteens and F&B outlets, there must not be more than five diners at each table. Keep at least 1 metre apart from other tables or groups, and do not mix between groups.
- Download and use the TraceTogether mobile app and do our part to stop the spread of COVID-19 through community-driven contact tracing.
IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR ALL HALL RESIDENTS
IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR ALL HALL RESIDENTS:

Moving Around Campus

• Venture out only when necessary (eg for lessons, exercise and for obtaining essential goods and services).
• Allow for ample travelling time when moving between classes to account for possible delays resulting from safe management measures (SMM) being in place.
• Observe SMM when travelling on public transport, and obey instructions of bus captains, safe-distancing ambassadors.
• Walk where feasible – exercise is good for you.
• Enable the “Trace Together” App.
IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR ALL HALL RESIDENTS:

Commmunal Living and Safe Behaviour in the Halls

• Where possible, **Hall residents should keep their movement to within their immediate Hall residential precinct.** Avoid going to other residential precincts.
• Until further notice, **external visitors are not allowed** in the Halls.
• Wear a mask at all times outside your Hall room, including in the Hall common areas. Do not congregate in any area and observe safe distancing.
• When dining in hall canteens, observe SMM. No more than 5 persons can dine together.
• Use food delivery services whenever possible. Takeaway where feasible, and consume the food in your own room.
• Limit face-to-face social circles for now.
IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR ALL HALL RESIDENTS:

**CCAs and RE Activities**

- Face-to-face CCAs and RE activities are permitted depending on the number of participants, the type of activities and the level of risk, but must adhere to the prevailing safety guidelines and national SMM. Your Hall Leaders will advise on the activities available.

- Where possible, the composition of participants should be fixed to minimise inter-mingling.

- No cross-Hall activities where residents are from different Hall precincts.
IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR ALL HALL RESIDENTS:

Health Matters

• If unwell, see a doctor. Rest in your room and avoid moving around campus.
• Practise good personal hygiene.
• If you have been sent for Covid-testing, do not leave your Hall room unless a ‘negative’ result has been received.
• If you or your roommate tests positive, inform the University immediately:
  – by phone (Tel: 6513-2736, or 24-hour Security Hotline: 6790-5200 after office hours) or
  – email Chief Health, Safety & Emergency Officer (email: CHSEO@ntu.edu.sg). You will be guided on what to do.
Other Issues Arising during Covid-19 Period:

- **If you are unwell with respiratory symptoms** (e.g. cough, sore throat, and runny nose):
  - Visit Fullerton Healthcare @NTU (under NTU's Medical Scheme)
  - Clinic is located at the University Health Service (UHS) Building.
  - Bring along your matriculation card.
  - Alternatively, you can visit GP clinics under Fullerton Group or govt policlincs & seek reimbursement via NTU Medical Scheme

- **If you experience Emotional Wellbeing issues:**
  University Wellbeing Centre (UWC) provides professional counselling and related psychological wellbeing services to our students.
  - Call 67904462; email UWCstudents@ntu.edu.sg, or walk-in to UHS Level 2.

- **Other issues:**
  For other issues arising from Covid-19, contact the Student Care team at:
  - Email: SAOstudentsupport@ntu.edu.sg
Stay Safe
Forward your questions via email to RE-Admin@ntu.edu.sg
RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION @ NTU
Learn, Unlearn, RElearn